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1. Policy

POLICY – To what extent is human rights education incorporated in national education policies?
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1.1 International instruments with provisions on human rights education within the primary and secondary school systems (I

SCED level 1-3) have been ratified. (Mark which of the following instruments the State has ratified:)

Data sources:

Respondent comment:

Review status: Not reviewed

Guidance

This indicator generates data on whether the state has ratifie

d the key international instruments that include provisions on

human rights education. In ratifying these instruments, the s

tate has binding human rights obligations in this regard.

Data sources

A list of the ratification status of all the UN member States ca

n be found at the OHCHR’s website: http://indicators.ohchr.o

rg/

A list of the ratification status of the UNESCO Conventions c

an be found at UNESCO’s website: http://portal.unesco.org/

en/ev.php-URL_ID=15244&URL_DO=DO_TOPIC&URL_SE

CTION=201.html

UNESCO Convention Against Discrimination in Education (1960)

International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination (1965)

International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (1966)

Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women (1979)

Convention on the Rights of the Child (1989)

Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities (2006)
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1.2. Human rights education in the primary and secondary school systems (ISCED level 1-3) is mentioned in state reports sub

mitted over the last ten years to human rights mechanisms and other processes. (Mark the mechanisms the State has
reported on HRE to within the past 10 years:)

Data sources:

Respondent comment:

Review status: Not reviewed

Guidance

This indicator generates data on whether the State makes s

pecific mention of progress in human rights education within

the primary and secondary school systems (ISCED Level

1-3) when reporting to the relevant international monitoring

mechanisms and processes.

To assess this, review the content of the state reports submit

ted to the relevant mechanisms and determine whether ther

e is information on measures adopted by the state in the fiel

d of human rights education and training in the primary and

secondary school systems. Please note that this information

should only be provided for reports submitted within the las

t ten years to the relevant mechanism.

International human rights law includes an obligation for Stat

es to report on the measures which they have adopted and t

he progress they have achieved in the observance of the rig

hts recognized in the ratified conventions.

If states have not reported within the last ten years to the rel

evant mechanisms or processes, please indicate this in the c

omment box.

Data sources

Submission of national reports to human rights committees i

s located on the individual committees' websites (CERD, CE

SCR, CEDW, CRC, CRPD): https://www.ohchr.org/EN/HRBo

dies/Pages/HumanRightsBodies.aspx

National reports for the UNESCO conventions is not availabl

e online. They must be obtained from the relevant body resp

onsible for reporting (e.g. Ministry of Education).

Submission of national reports to the UN WPHRE can be fou

nd at OHCHR’s website: https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/E

UNESCO Convention Against Discrimination in Education (1960)

International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination (1965)

International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (1966)

Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women (1979)

Convention on the Rights of the Child (1989)

Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities (2006)

UNESCO Recommendation concerning Education for International Understanding, Co-operation and Peace a

The UN World Programme for Human Rights Education (2005-ongoing)

Universal Periodic Review (UPR)

None of the latest national reportings include status on human rights education
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1.3 Existence of national education legislation and policy that contain textual reference to human rights standards and mecha

nisms in the overall aim of education and operations of primary and secondary school systems (ISCED Level 1-3). Please m
ark responses for 'Primary education', 'Lower secondary education' and 'Upper secondary education' re
spectively.

Primary Lower sec. Upper sec.

Data sources:

Respondent comment:

Review status: Not reviewed

Guidance

This indicator generates data on whether the state has expli

citly incorporated within its national educational laws or polici

es that the overall aim of education is to further the develop

ment of respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms,

as enshrined in international human rights instruments.

The UN Committee on the Rights of the Child calls on States

to formally endorse these principles in national laws or polici

es for education at all levels to ensure that education is direc

ted to this aim.

The UN Declaration on Human Rights Education and Trainin

g stipulates that human rights education and training should

be based on the principles of the Universal Declaration of H

uman Rights and relevant treaties and instruments.

In order to assess this, review national educational laws and

policies for textual references to human rights in the overall

aim of education and operations of the primary and seconda

ry school systems (ISCED Level 1-3).

This can be done through a word-search in the relevant nati

onal laws and policies governing education within the primar

y and secondary school systems (ISCED level 1-3).

Data sources

Data may be available in education regulations addressing t

he expected overall aim of education and operations of prim

ary and secondary school systems.

Yes, there is national education legislation and policy with textual references to human rig

hts standards and mechanisms

No, the national education legislation and policies do not include textual references to hum

an rights standards and mechanisms

No data available
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1.4. Existence of national education legislation and policy that include human rights-related themes in the overall aim of educ

ation and operations of primary and secondary school systems (ISCED Level 1-3). Select which of the following relate
d themes are included:

Primary Lower sec. Upper sec.

Data sources:

Respondent comment:

Review status: Not reviewed

Guidance

This indicator generates data on the degree to which specifi

c human rights-related themes or aims are included in nation

al laws or policies on education.

These themes or aims may be included with or without expli

cit textual reference to the relevant human rights standard or

mechanism.

The purpose of this indicator is to generate data that differen

tiates education explicitly referencing human rights standar

ds and instruments (indicator 1.3) from education in human r

ights-related themes (indicator 1.4) that implicitly or indirectl

y reflect international human rights standards. Another purp

ose is to identify which of these human rights-related themes

are included.

A way to find out if education legislation and policies include

these human rights-related themes is to do a document revie

w with word-searches in all relevant documents.

Data sources

Data may be available in education regulations addressing t

he expected overall aim of education and operations of prim

ary and secondary school systems.

Gender equality

Global citizenship

Cultural diversity and/or tolerance

Peace and/or non-violence

No, the national education legislation and policies do not include human rights-related the

mes

No data available
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1.5. Existence of a National Action Plan on Human Rights Education in the primary and secondary school systems (ISCED Le

vel 1-3). Choose one answer. Be aware that a “No data available” answer will count as zero in the indicato
r score.

Primary Lower sec. Upper sec.

Data sources:

Respondent comment:

Review status: Not reviewed

Guidance clarification

This indicator generates data on whether the State has com

mitted itself to advancing the implementation of human rights

education by adopting operational and comprehensive plans

for human rights education in the primary and secondary sch

ool systems (ISCED Level 1-3).

The Committee on the Rights of the Child and the World Pro

gramme for Human Rights Education call upon State parties

to develop such action plans. These can take the form of sta

nd-alone action plans on human rights education – or they c

an form part of overarching human rights action plans, SDG

action plans, or the like.

Data sources

A National Action Plan (NAP) on education (and human right

s education) is usually anchored in the Ministry of Education

or affiliated governmental institutions.

Human rights education can also be in a National Action Pla

n on Human Rights more broadly, anchored in the Ministry of

Justice, or the Ministry of Human Rights.

Human rights education can also be included in the national

SDG Action Plan. An SDG Action Plan if often anchored in

a central SDG planning and coordination mechanism led by,

for example, the Ministry of Planning, Ministry of Finance, th

e Prime Minister’s office etc.

Yes, a National Action Plan on Human Rights Education exists

No, no National Action Plan on Human Rights Education exists but Human Rights Educati

on is included in other National Action Plan

No, a National Action Plan on Human Rights Education does not exist

No data available
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6. Existence of national budget line(s) on human rights education for primary and secondary school systems (ISCED level

1-3) in the last fiscal year.

Primary Lower sec. Upper sec.

Data sources:

Respondent comment:

Review status: Not reviewed

Guidance

This indicator generates data on whether states have earma

rked resources for the integration of human rights education

in primary and secondary school systems (ISCED Level 1-3)

in their national state budgets.

If government expenditure is earmarked for human rights ed

ucation in the primary and secondary school systems, pleas

e include in comment box either;

• (a) the proportion of this budgetary allocation to gr

oss budgetary allocation under the National Educa

tion Account (NEA) or

• (b) the proportion of this budgetary allocation to Gr

oss National Income.

You are only asked to assess the central national budget an

d not budgets at the sub-national level in self-governing auth

orities or decentralised education budgets.

However, please do provide additional information in the co

mment box on sub-national budgets, where relevant.

Data sources

Data may be available in the recent Annual Finance Act or N

ational Budget Act. This is often located at the Ministry of Fin

ance.

In some countries, National Statistical Offices can also provi

de this data.

Yes, a national budget line on Human Rights Education exists

No, a national budget line on Human Rights Education does not exist
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1.7. Existence of a national mechanism or agency mandated to coordinate human rights education in primary and secondary

school systems (ISCED level 1-3).

Primary Lower sec. Upper sec.

Data sources:

Respondent comment:

Review status: Not reviewed

Guidance

This indicator generates data on whether there is an appoint

ed governmental agency or mechanism to coordinate and e

nsure human rights education in the primary and secondary

school system (ISCED Level 1-3).

Please note that this is in addition to a mandate that the nati

onal human rights institution has in terms of human rights ed

ucation.

The UN World Programme for Human Rights Education calls

for all States to assign a department or unit responsible for c

oordinating the implementation of human rights education.

You are asked to only assess whether such an entity exists

at the national level. You can provide additional information

on sub-national entities in the comment box, where relevan

t.

Data sources

A governmental mechanism or agency can be any state unit

with a specific mandate for human rights education.

This can be a department, team, units etc. within the Ministr

y of Education, in the Ministry for Human Rights, or other nat

ional authorities.

Yes, a mechanism with a funded work plan exists

Yes, a mechanism exists, but it does not have a funded work plan

No, a mechanism does not exist

No data available
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2. Curricula

CURRICULA – to what extent do national curricula include elements on human rights education?

2.1. Teaching and learning on human rights standards and mechanisms for their protection is explicitly incorporated in mand

atory subjects of the national curricula for primary and secondary school systems (ISCED level 1- 3).

Be aware that a “No data available” answer will count as zero in the indicator score. Please mark respon
ses for 'Primary education', 'Lower secondary education' and 'Upper secondary education' respectively.

Primary Lower sec. Upper sec.

Data sources:

Respondent comment:

Review status: Not reviewed

Guidance

This indicator generates data on the degree to which the ma

ndatory curricula for the primary and secondary school syste

m (ISCED 1-3) has explicit reference to human rights and fu

ndamental freedoms.

The indicator assesses the intended curriculum, meaning th

e formal education sector’s mandatory curricula framework

which specifies the learning objectives for the primary and s

econdary school system.

A way to find out if the curricula includes human rights in a m

andatory subject is to do a document review with word-searc

h in all relevant documents.

Data sources

Compulsory curricula are usually embodied in the curricula fr

amework and guides, syllabi, textbooks, teacher’s guides, in

the content of tests and examinations, regulations, policies a

nd other official documents.

Yes, there are explicit references to human rights standards and mechanisms in mandator

y school subjects

No, there are no explicit references to human rights standards and mechanisms in mandat

ory school subjects

No data available
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2.2. Teaching and learning on human rights-related themes are included in mandatory subjects of the national curricula for pr

imary and secondary school systems (ISCED Level 1- 3).

Please mark which of the following themes are included for 'Primary education', 'Lower secondary educa
tion' and 'Upper secondary education' respectively. Choose none, if not included.

Primary Lower sec. Upper sec.

Data sources:

Respondent comment:

Review status: Not reviewed

Guidance

This indicator assesses the degree to which states include h

uman rights-related themes in the curriculum for the primary

and secondary school system.

The purpose of this indicator is to generate data that differen

tiates education which specifically references human rights s

tandards and instruments (indicator 2.1) from education in h

uman rights-related themes (2.2) that may or may not specifi

cally be based on or refer to international human rights stan

dards.

The indicator refers to the intended curriculum, meaning the

formal education sector’s curricula framework which specifie

s the learning objectives for the primary and secondary scho

ol system.

A way to find out if the curricula include human rights-related

themes as a mandatory subject is to do a document review

with word-search in all relevant documents.

Data sources

Compulsory curricula are usually embodied in the curricula fr

amework, guides, syllabi, textbooks, teacher’s guides, in the

content of tests and examinations, regulations, policies and

other official documents.

Gender equality

Global citizenship

Cultural diversity and/or tolerance

Peace and/or non-violence

No, human rights related themes are not included in mandatory

No data available
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2.3. Existence of textbooks, teaching exemplars, and other learning materials for primary and secondary school systems (ISC

ED level 1-3) that refer to human rights standards and mechanisms.

Be aware that a “No data available” answer will count as zero in the indicator score. Please mark respon
ses for 'Primary education', 'Lower secondary education' and 'Upper secondary education' respectively

Primary Lower sec. Upper sec.

Data sources:

Respondent comment:

Review status: Not reviewed

Guidance

This indicator generates data on whether there are textbook

s and materials for primary and secondary school systems (I

SCED Level 1-3) for the teaching and learning about, for an

d through human rights, as enshrined in international human

rights instruments.

States are required to review textbooks and other learning m

aterials to ensure that such materials are available, and that

these effectively promote the respect for human rights and fu

ndamental freedoms.

Responses here should only relate to textbooks and learning

materials developed or endorsed by national educational aut

horities for use in the primary and secondary school system.

If relevant, provide additional information in the comment bo

x of materials that may not yet be officially endorsed but are

available from non-governmental institutions and are used in

the primary and secondary school system.

Data sources

Data on public textbooks and learning materials may be avai

lable from Ministry of Educations, or governmental appointed

institutions involved in the development of pedagogy, teachin

g and learning materials and textbooks.

Yes, there are textbooks, teaching exemplars and other learning materials which include r

eferences to human rights standards and mechanisms

No, there are no textbooks, teaching exemplars or other learning materials which include r

eferences to human rights standards and mechanisms

No data available
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2.4. Human rights curricula for primary and secondary school systems (ISCED level 1-3) are related to the daily lives and con

cerns of children and their communities.

Be aware that a “No data available” answer will count as zero in the indicator score. Please mark respon
ses for 'Primary education', 'Lower secondary education' and 'Upper secondary education' respectively

Primary Lower sec. Upper sec.

Data sources:

Respondent comment:

Review status: Not reviewed

Guidance

The indicator assesses whether human rights education is c

ontextualized to students’ daily lives in such a way that abstr

act

human rights norms on e.g. non-discrimination are transform

ed to the reality of the pupils’ own social, economic, cultural

and political conditions. Such contextualized teaching is call

ed for by the UN Committee on the Rights of the Child, as w

ell as by the World Programme for Human Rights Educatio

n.

Human rights education that relate directly to pupils’ daily liv

es and concerns has the potential to empower school childre

n to embody human rights values and combat racism, ethnic

discrimination, xenophobia and related intolerance.

A way to find out, if compulsory curricula contextualize huma

n rights norms and standards to children’s daily lives is to do

a document review with word-search on human rights in all r

elevant documents. Examine whether human rights are writt

en in the context of children's daily lives and concerns in the

given national context.

Data sources

Compulsory curricula are usually embodied in the curricula fr

amework and guides, syllabi, textbooks, teacher’s guides, in

the content of tests and examinations, regulations, policies a

nd other official documents.

Yes, human rights curricula relate to children’s daily lives and experiences

No, human rights curricula do not relate to children’s daily lives and experiences

There are no human rights curricula

No data available
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3. Teachers

TEACHERS – to what extent do teachers’ education contain elements on human rights education?

3.1. Education about human rights standards and mechanisms are explicitly referred to in the mandatory curricula for teacher

education. Be aware that a “No data available” answer will count as zero in the indicator score.

Primary Lower sec. Upper sec.

Data sources:

Respondent comment:

Review status: Not reviewed

Guidance

This indicator assesses whether the state has included traini

ng in human rights in teacher education curriculum.

The indicator refers to the intended curriculum. This means t

he compulsory curricula which specify learning objectives for

teacher education.

A way to find out, if compulsory curricula include human right

s is to do a document review with word-search in all relevant

document.

Data sources

Compulsory curricula are usually embodied in the curricula fr

amework and guides, syllabi, textbooks, teacher’s guides, in

the content of tests and examinations, regulations, policies a

nd other official documents.

Yes, the mandatory curricula include explicit references to human rights standards and me

chanisms

No, human rights standards and mechanisms are not included in the mandatory curricula

Human rights standards and mechanisms are only included in elective subjects

No data available
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3.2. Training in human rights related themes is included in mandatory curricula for teacher education.

Primary Lower sec. Upper sec.

Data sources:

Respondent comment:

Review status: Not reviewed

Guidance

This indicator generates data on which human rights-related

themes are included in curricula for teacher education, either

with or without explicit reference to the related international h

uman rights standard.

A way to find out, if teacher education curricula include relat

ed themes is to do document review with word-search in all r

elevant document.

Data sources

Compulsory curricula are usually embodied in the curricula fr

amework and guides, syllabi, textbooks, teacher’s guides, in

the content of tests and examinations, regulations, policies a

nd other official documents.

Gender equality

Global citizenship

Cultural diversity and/or tolerance

Peace and/or non-violence

No, human rights related themes are not included in mandatory subjects

No data available
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3.3. Existence of textbooks, teaching exemplars, and other learning materials for teacher education in human rights standard

s and mechanisms. Be aware that a “No data available” answer will count as zero in the indicator score.

Primary Lower sec. Upper sec.

Respondent comment:

Review status: Not reviewed

Guidance

This indicator generates data on whether there exists nation

al textbooks and teaching and learning materials for teacher

education in human rights.

Responses here should only relate to textbooks and learning

materials developed or supported by national educational au

thorities for use in teacher education.

If relevant, provide additional information in the comment bo

x of materials that may not yet be officially endorsed but are

available from non-governmental institutions and are used in

teacher education.

Data sources

Data on public textbooks and learning materials may be avai

lable from Ministry of Education, or governmental appointed i

nstitutions involved in the development of pedagogy, teachin

g and learning materials and textbooks.

Yes, teaching materials that include explicit references to human rights standards and me

chanisms exist

No, there are no teaching materials with explicit references to human rights standards and

mechanisms

No data available
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3.4. Teacher Education curricula include human rights education methodology that are rights-respecting, child-centred, and p

articipator. Be aware that a “No data available” answer will count as zero in the indicator score.

Primary Lower sec. Upper sec.

Data sources:

Respondent comment:

Review status: Not reviewed

Guidance

This indicator assesses whether the compulsory teacher edu

cation curricula includes education on teaching and learning

methodologies which are in line with human rights values an

d principles, such as equality, human dignity, participation, a

nd non-discrimination.

The UN Committee on the Rights of the Child has stated that

human rights education should equip professionals with the

skills and attitudes that enable them to interact with children

and young people in a manner that respects their rights, dig

nity and self-respect. This is intended to ensure that teacher

s can ensure a rights-based learning environment in school

s.

A way to find out if compulsory teacher education curricula in

clude these methodologies is to do a document review in all

relevant documents (/paragraphs) on learning methodologie

s and principles. Examine whether principles like participatio

n, child-centred, non-discrimination, rights-respecting are wri

tten in the context of learning methodologies.

Data sources

Compulsory curricula are usually embodied in the curricula fr

amework and guides, syllabi, textbooks, teacher’s guides, in

the content of tests and examinations, regulations, policies a

nd other official documents.

Yes, teacher education curricula include human rights education methodologies

No, teacher education curricula do not include human rights education methodologies

No data available
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3.5. Proportion of teachers who have knowledge on human rights standards and mechanisms and on human rights education

methodologies

If credible data is available, please provide specific references to the studies or survey.

Primary Lower sec. Upper sec.

Data sources:

Respondent comment:

Review status: Not reviewed

Guidance

This indicator generates data on the learning outcomes in hu

man rights and human rights education methodologies amon

g teachers who have completed teacher education.

The indicator can only be measured in countries where credi

ble studies/ evaluations on teachers’ learning outcomes upo

n completing formal teacher education exist. If data is availa

ble, such information has the potential to complement the ov

erall data with valuable information on teachers’ knowledge

on human rights, as well as their competencies in human rig

hts teaching methodology. If such studies are identified, plea

se include references and key data in the comment box. Ple

ase also indicate whether studies show learning outcomes in

knowledge on human rights standards and mechanism), or k

nowledge on human rights teaching methodologies.

Data sources

Relevant studies could be available by inter alia National or

Sub-National Research Institutions, Ministry of Education, T

eacher Education programmes, National Human Rights Instit

utions or Civil Society Organisations concerned with educati

on. Or in Global or Regional Studies.

Credible data shows that 0-50% of teachers have knowledge on human rights standards a

nd mechanisms and/or on human rights education methodologies

Credible data shows that 51-100% of teachers have knowledge on human rights standard

s and mechanisms and/or on human rights education methodologies

No national data on teachers’ knowledge of human rights standards, mechanisms and / or

human rights education methodologies exist
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4. Student Assesment

STUDENT ASSESSMENT – to what extent do student assessments include elements on human rights?

4.1. Integration and explicit textual references to human rights knowledge or skills in the national student assessment framew

ork for primary and secondary school systems (ISCED level 1-3).

Be aware that a “No data available” answer will count as zero in the indicator score. Please mark respon
ses for 'Primary education', 'Lower secondary education' and 'Upper secondary education' respectively

Primary Lower sec. Upper sec.

Data sources:

Respondent comment:

Review status: Not reviewed

Guidance

This indicator generates data on whether national regulation

s on student assessment include elements on human rights.

Are primary and secondary students’ human rights knowledg

e and skills tested or evaluated as part of the obligatory stud

ent assessments?

If human rights knowledge and skills are being assessed in

primary and secondary school systems, these elements nee

d to be prioritized when teachers develop their lesson plans.

Data sources

Data may be available in education regulation on student as

sessment and evaluation, e.g. in acts, policies, directives, pr

ovisions and framework.

Yes, human rights are included in student assessment framework

No, human rights are not included in student assessments framework

No data available
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4.2. Existence of national student assessment guidelines for primary and secondary school systems (ISCED level 1-3) which

are aligned with human rights principles and standards.

Be aware that a “No data available” answer will count as zero in the indicator score. Please mark respon
ses for 'Primary education', 'Lower secondary education' and 'Upper secondary education' respectively

Primary Lower sec. Upper sec.

Data sources:

Respondent comment:

Review status: Not reviewed

Guidance

This indicator generates data on whether guidelines for the a

ssessment of students are anchored in and apply human rig

hts principles, such as equality and non-discrimination. In ac

cordance with the UN World Programme for Human Rights

Education, all States should apply human rights principles w

hen evaluating and assessing students’ achievements in the

whole curriculum. This implies transparency in assessment c

riteria; equality for all students; and fairness without discrimi

nation or abuse caused by biases towards individuals or gro

ups who are stigmatized in the surrounding society.

To respond, review national guidelines on student assessme

nt, and assess whether they reflect the core human rights pri

nciples of transparency (clear assessment criteria); equality

(same criteria used for all students) and fairness (lack of abu

se of assessment).

Data sources

Data may be available in education regulation on student as

sessment and evaluation, e.g. in acts, policies, directives, pr

ovisions and framework.

Yes, guidelines which are aligned with human rights principles and standards exist

No, guidelines are not aligned with human rights principles and standards – or such guideli

nes do not exist

No data available
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4.3. Proportion of school children (primary and/or secondary) who have achieved learning outcomes on human right.

If credible data is available, please provide specific references to the studies or survey.

Data sources:

Respondent comment:

Review status: Not reviewed

Guidance

This indicator seeks to generate data on primary and second

ary school children’s actual learning outcomes in human righ

ts.

The indicator is an outcome indicator, wherefore it can only b

e assessed in countries where the respondent can identify e

xisting studies or survey data that document primary and sec

ondary students’ human rights knowledge, skills and attitude

s. If data is available, such information has the potential to c

omplement the overall data on States’ commitment and struc

tural efforts towards implementing human rights education wi

th valuable information on rights-holders’ realization of the ri

ght to human rights education.

If relevant studies are identified, please provide references a

nd key findings on students’ human rights knowledge, skills

and attitudes in the comment box.

Data sources

Relevant studies could be available by inter alia National or

Sub-National Research Institutions, Ministry of Education, T

eacher Education programmes, National Human Rights Instit

utions or Civil Society Organisations concerned with educati

on. Or Global or Regional Studies (e.g. PISA, ICCS, SEA-PL

M)

Credible data shows that 0-50% of pupils have knowledge and skills in human rights

Credible data shows that 51-100% of pupils have knowledge and skills in human rights

No national data on human rights learning outcomes for school children
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5. Learning Environment

LEARNING ENVIRONMENT – to what extent do policies provide for learning environments to reflect human rights principles?

5.1. Existence of a national policy that requires primary and secondary schools (ISCED level
1-3) to adopt a code of conduct ensuring a rights-respecting school environment
Be aware that a “No data available” answer will count as zero in the indicator score. Please mark respon
ses for 'Primary education', 'Lower secondary education' and 'Upper secondary education' respectively

Primary Lower sec. Upper sec.

Data sources:

Respondent comment:

Review status: Not reviewed

Guidance

This indicator generates data on whether national education

regulation requires primary and secondary schools to adopt

codes of conduct aimed at ensuring a rights-respecting and i

nclusive learning environment in schools. Compliance with h

uman rights principles and values recognized in international

law clearly requires that schools be child-friendly in the fulles

t sense of the term, and that they be consistent in all respect

s with the dignity of the child.

The indicator assesses whether rights-respecting learning e

nvironments are structurally protected through requirements

for schools to adopt policies in that regard. Such policies can

demand codes of conduct under different thematic headings,

e.g. anti-bullying; non-discrimination; children’s rights; or hu

man rights. Please use the comment box to specify which of

these themes existing policies on mandatory rights-respectin

g codes of conduct refer to.

Data sources

Data may be available in education regulations (e.g. acts, po

licies, directives, provisions, framework, procedures etc.) un

der various names inter alia human rights charter, anti-bullyi

ng laws, child protection policies, laws on corporal punishme

nt, disciplinary procedures, safe school framework, non-discr

imination charter, professional codes of ethics and guidance

for teachers

Yes, a policy requiring schools to adopt a rights-respecting code of conduct on anti-bullyin

g, non-discrimination, children’s rights or human rights exists

No, a policy requiring schools to adopt a rights-respecting code of conduct does not exist

No data available
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5.2. Existence of a policy which requires primary and secondary schools (ISCED level 1-3) to have complaint mechanisms.

Be aware that a “No data available” answer will count as zero in the indicator score. Please mark respon
ses for 'Primary education', 'Lower secondary education' and 'Upper secondary education' respectively

Primary Lower sec. Upper sec.

Data sources:

Respondent comment:

Review status: Not reviewed

Guidance

This indicator provides data on whether there is a policy for

primary and secondary schools to have a complaint mechani

sm to protect children’s rights in schools and ensure the chil

d’s right to express its own view on matters affecting him or

her.

Complaint mechanisms can take the form of, for instance, a

school ombudsman, counsellor, school commission, etc.

The UN Committee on the Rights of the Child stresses the n

eed to establish such complaints mechanisms to protect chil

dren’s right to be heard and for their views to be given due w

eight.

Data sources

Data may be available in education regulations (e.g. acts, po

licies, directives, provisions, framework, procedures etc.) on

inter alia school governance, complaints procedures, school

counselling.

Yes, a policy requiring schools to have a complaint mechanism exists

No, there is no policy requiring schools to have a complaint mechanism

No data available
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5.3. Existence of policy that requires primary and secondary schools (ISCED level 1-3) to provide pupils with opportunities for

participation in decision-making in accordance with their age and maturity (e.g. student governments or councils).

Be aware that a “No data available” answer will count as zero in the indicator score. Please mark respon
ses for 'Primary education', 'Lower secondary education' and 'Upper secondary education' respectively

Primary Lower sec. Upper sec.

Data sources:

Respondent comment:

Review status: Not reviewed

Guidance

This indicator generates data on whether there is a policy for

primary and secondary schools to ensure the pupils’ particip

ation in decision-making processes or mechanisms, such as

student governments, class councils, student councils, and s

tudent representation on school boards and committees.

International human rights law stresses the need for ensurin

g that all children are provided with the opportunity to expres

s their views and participate in decision-making in schools in

accordance with their age and maturity.

Data sources

Data may be available in education regulations (e.g. acts, po

licies, directives, provisions, framework, procedures etc.) on

inter alia student government, council programme, student a

ssociations or organisations.

Yes, a policy requiring student participation in decision making in schools exists

No, there is no policy requiring student participation in decision making in schools

No data available
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5.4. Proportion of school children (primary and/or secondary) who have reported a problematic school environment (e.g. bull

ying, violence, discrimination, lack of involvement and free expression).

If credible data is available, please mark responses for 'Primary education', 'Lower secondary education'
and 'Upper secondary education' respectively. Please also provide specific references to the study or su
rvey the data is extracted from.
In addition, in the comment box, provide a brief description of the key findings in cited studies/surveys, i
ncluding information on what kind of learning outcomes are documented.

Primary Lower sec. Upper sec.

Data sources:

Respondent comment:

Review status: Not reviewed

Guidance

This indicator seeks to record data on students’ perceptions

of the learning environment in primary and secondary school

s.

The indicator can only be assessed in countries where the re

spondent can identify existing studies or survey data that do

cument primary and secondary students’ perceptions of the l

earning environment in schools. If such data is available, it h

as potential to complement the overall data with valuable inf

ormation on rights-holders’ realization of the right to human r

ights education.

If relevant data sources on e.g. pupils’ experiences with bully

ing, violence, discrimination, lack of participation and free ex

pression, etc. are identified, please include specific referenc

es in the comment box, along with a short summary of the fi

ndings. Some countries can find relevant data in global or re

gional studies.

Data sources

Relevant studies could be available by inter alia National or

Sub-National Research Institutions, Ministry of Education, T

eacher Education programmes, National Human Rights Instit

utions or Civil Society Organisations concerned with educati

on and/or children and youth.

Global or regional bodies’ country-specific data (e.g. OECD,

PISA)

Credible data shows that 0-25% of school children reported a problematic school environ

ment

Credible data shows that 26-50% of school children reported a problematic school environ

ment

Credible data shows that 51-75% of school children reported a problematic school environ

ment

Credible data shows that 76-100% of school children reported a problematic school enviro

nment

No national data on reported problematic school envionment
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Metadata

Metadata

General information on school system

Country population: (Without decimal)

Number of primary and secondary school children:

Number of out-of-school children of primary and secondary s

chool age:

Average age of school start:

Average years of basic education:

Data sources:

Respondent comment:

Review status: Not reviewed

Respondents

Operate Technology (support@operate.dk)

Co-respondent(s)

Reviewer(s)
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